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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE 

::::UDALGURI 

 

Present : Smti. N. Talukdar, 

Addl. Sessions Judge, 

Udalguri. 

 

Sessions Case No. 55/2017 

U/S 302/323 IPC. 

GR Case No. 1245/2015 

 

State of Assam 

-Vs- 

       Babrubahan Khungur Daimary…………Accused person. 

 

For the Prosecution  :  Mr. R. Sarmah, Addl. Public Prosecutor. 

For the Accused       :  Mr. Tarun Ch. Boro, Learned Advocate. 

 

Date of Evidence    : 21-11-17: 18-01-18: 29-03-18: 24-07-18:  

                              17-09-18: 19-01-19: 25-02-19: 29-03-19. 

Date of Argument   : 30-11-2019. 

Date of Judgment   : 10-12-2019.  

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

1. The prosecution case in brief is that on 30-11-2015, informant Bhaben Boro 

lodged an FIR with the In-charge of Bhergaon Outpost alleging that on 29-

11-15, at about 11 pm while informant’s elder brother Dakhar Boro and 

sister-in-law Mangli Boro were returning home after enjoying ‘Raash Puja’ in 

village Naukata near cremation ground of their village some unknown 

miscreants had assaulted them and caused grievous hurt as a result both 
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elder brother and sister-in-law had been admitted in the hospital in 

Guwahati for treatment.  

 

2. On the basis of the FIR, Tangla P.S. Case No. 154/15 U/S 341/325 IPC was 

registered. Later on, Section 302 IPC was added and after completion of 

investigation police had submitted charge sheet U/S 302/323 IPC, against 

the accused Babrubahan Khungur Daimary. 

 

3. Learned Chief Judicial Magistrate, Udalguri, after having complied with the 

provision U/S 207 CrPC found that the offences U/S 302 I.P.C., is exclusively 

triable by the Court of Sessions and accordingly, she committed the case to 

the Court of Sessions on 04-07-17.  

 

4. In consideration of the submission of the learned counsel for both the 

parties and on evaluation of materials on record having found sufficient 

grounds for presuming that the accused person had committed offence U/S 

302/323 I.P.C., Hon’ble Sessions Judge, Udalguri framed charge there under 

and the ingredients of charge U/S 302/323 I.P.C., were read over and 

explained to the accused person to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed 

to be tried. Thereafter, the learned Sessions Judge vide Order dated 05-04-

2019, transferred the case to this court for disposal. 

 

5. The prosecution in order to prove its case examined the following 09 (nine) 

witnesses.  

PW1- Haren Boro. 

PW2- Mangli Boro. 

PW3- Nimai Boro. 

PW4- Bogaram Boro. 

PW5- Aghoni Boro. 

PW6- Dr. Safiqul Hoque. 

PW7- S.I. Someswar Boro. 

PW8-  ASI Mukut Ali. 
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PW9- Dr. Kanbapu Choudhury. 

 

6. The statement of the accused had been recorded U/S 313 Cr.P.C. The 

defence case was of total denial and declined to adduce defence evidence. 

 

7. In the light of the above facts and circumstances, the point for 

determination in the instant case are set up as follows:-  

(I) Whether the accused committed murder intentionally causing 

the death of Dakhar Boro? 

(II) Whether the accused caused hurt to Smti. Mangli Boro? 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASON FOR DECISION: 
 

8. I have heard arguments placed by learned counsel for both sides and 

carefully appraised the evidence on record in its proper perspective. 

 

9. Learned defence counsel Mr. T.C. Boro has submitted that in the FIR the 

involvement of the accused in commission of the crime has not been stated 

by the informant. The informant was told about the incident by Aghoni Boro 

and Nimai Boro. Immediately after the incident Aghoni Boro and Nimai Boro 

went to the place of occurrence and found the deceased and the injured 

lying there. According to the prosecution witnesses who were present at the 

place of occurrence immediately after incident at that time the injured was 

in a position to speak but she informed them that she could not identify the 

person who had assaulted her and her husband. The Investigating Officer 

has also substantiated the fact that the injured stated the name of accused 

on assumption. PW2, the injured had improved her statement in evidence. 

In her statement recorded under Section 161 Cr.P.C. she only raised 

suspicion against the accused while in her evidence before the Court she 

implicated the accused in the alleged incident. Learned defence counsel has 

submitted that the evidence of PW3 is inconsistent and contradictory to her 

previous statement made under Section 161 Cr.P.C. as such the testimony 
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of PW2 is not worthy of credence. Learned defence counsel has relied on 

the decision reported in 2005 SCC (Cri) 870, Shingara Singh Vs. State 

of Haryana and Anr  and submitted that significant change in prosecution 

version during trial created doubt about the prosecution case.  

 

10. Before appreciating the arguments put forward by learned Addl. P.P. for the 

State as well as the rival submission advanced by the learned defence 

counsel I would like to discuss the evidences adduced by the prosecution. 

 

11. PW1 is Haren Boro, informant and younger brother of the deceased. In his 

evidence PW1 had deposed that the occurrence took place on 29.8.16. On 

the day of occurrence at about 10.30 PM while his elder brother and Mangli 

Boro were returning home after enjoying “Rash” they were assaulted by 

someone else. At the time of occurrence he was at his house. Their villagers 

namely Aghoni Boro and Nimai Boro informed him about the occurrence. 

His brother and sister-in-law had taken to Civil Hospital. Thereafter, his 

brother was shifted to GMCH for better treatment wherefrom he was shifted 

to Nemcare hospital. After one day of incident his brother expired. PW1 

lodged the ejahar. His sister-in-law when recovered said that accused killed 

his brother and assaulted her. Ext.1 is the ejahar. Ext.1(1) is the signature 

of PW1. In cross-examination, PW1 had stated that ejahar was written by 

Jatindra Daimary. He had not mentioned in the ejahar that injured told him 

that accused killed her husband and injured her. PW1 had admitted that he 

did not state before the police the name of accused. He did not state before 

the police that his sister-in-law could not identify the accused. Their relation 

was strained with the accused. PW1 had denied the suggestion that for the 

strain relation with the accused he had implicated the accused in this case. 

Police recorded his statement on the next day of incident.  

 

12. PW2 is Mangli Boro, wife of deceased Dakhana Boro and informant is her 

brother-in-law. In his evidence PW2 had deposed that the occurrence took 

place about 2 years ago at about 11 PM. On the day of occurrence at night 
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while she alongwith her husband was returning after enjoying “Rash” 

festival from Naokata on foot at Chachanchali area her husband was 

assaulted with bamboo stick on his head by accused Babrubahan. The 

accused also assaulted on her head. Her husband fell down on the place. 

She sustained injury on her head. The accused dragged her towards a ditch 

and in the ditch the accused sat on her stomach, gagged her. Then she 

identified the accused to be Babrubahan. Thereafter the accused fled away 

from the place. The village people came and shifted them to hospital at 

Guwahati. After two days her husband succumbed to his injuries at GMCH. 

PW2 took treatment at GMCH for about 1 ½ months. Her brother-in-law 

Bhaben Boro lodged FIR. In cross-examination, PW2 had stated that Police 

recorded her statement after 2/3 days at Guwahati. PW2 had denied the 

suggestion that she did not state before the police that accused Babrubahan 

assaulted her. She did not state before the police that on assumption she 

identified the accused. Villagers Nimai Boro, Bogaram Boro, Aghuni Boro 

shifted them to hospital. PW2 had denied the suggestion that she did not 

state before police  that accused dragged her towards a ditch and sat on 

her stomach and gagged her. Today her daughter came with her. PW2 had 

denied the suggestion that she had deposed falsely according to the version 

of her daughter. PW2 had admitted that they had enmity with the accused. 

PW2 had denied the suggestion that she stated before the police that she 

suspected the accused because thet had enmity with him. They hired a taxi 

and she alongwith other witnesses had come. There was no house at the 

place of occurrence. Inside jungle there was a narrow path. Accused is a 

student. She told her brother-in-law Bhaben Boro that accused assaulted 

them. She regain her sense after two days of the occurrence at hospital. 

They had ongoing dispute due to love affairs between the brother of 

accused and the daughter of her brother-in-law. PW2 had denied the 

suggestion that she had deposed falsely due to previous enmity with the 

accused. PW2 had denied the suggestion that accused assaulted them. 
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13. PW3 is Nimai Boro. In her evidence PW3 had deposed that the accused 

hails from her village. The occurrence took place about 2 years ago. On the 

day of occurrence at night while  they were returning from Rash festival 

alongwith Bogaram and Aghoni Boro, she saw that Dakhana Boro was lying 

on the road and Mongli Boro was lying in a drain. Mongli Boro was shouting. 

On being asked, Dakhan Boro could not say who assaulted him. The village 

people shifted the injured to hospital where Dakhan Boro succumbed to his 

injury. After recovery victim Mongli Boro told her that accused Babrubahan 

assaulted her. In cross-examination, PW3 had stated that there was no 

house where the injured were lying. All the people used to come through 

the said road. When she asked  the injured immediately after the incident 

they could not say who assaulted them. At that time Aghoni Boro and 

Bogaram was present. There was no good relation between the injured and 

the accused. At the time of occurrence accused was reading at Tangla and 

he was attending the examination. He stayed in a rented house at Tangla. 

PW3 had denied the suggestion that she did not state before the police that 

after recovery Mongli Boro told her that accused Babrubahan assaulted her. 

PW3 had denied the suggestion that Mongli Boro did not state before her 

after coming from hospital that accused Babrubahan assaulted her.  

 

14. PW4 is Bogaram Boro. In is evidence PW4 had deposed that the incident 

occurred about 2 and ½ years ago during night time. On that night he went 

to enjoy Raash festival being held at Naukata. After enjoying Raash festival 

while he was proceeding to his home. On the way he saw near the 

graveyard the deceased Dakhar Boro and wife Mangli Boro were lying with 

injury on their person on the ground, who had also gone to witnessed 

Raash festival. Both the injured sustained head injuries and blood was 

coming out from their persons. He called both the injured persons, but they 

did not respond. Then in the meantime the family members of both the 

injured persons came to the place of occurrence and the injured persons 

were taken to hospital for treatment. Later on, he came to know that 

Dakhar Boro died in the hospital and injured Mangli Boro subsequently 
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recovered from her injury. When Mangli Boro returned from hospital after 

her recovery he did not ask her about the incident. Cross-examination had 

been declined by the defence. 

 

15. PW5 is Aghoni Boro. In her evidence PW5 had deposed that before three 

years at about 11 PM the incident had occurred. On that day she went to 

enjoy Rash festival at Naokata. While they were returning home after 

enjoying Rash they saw Dakhar Boro and Mangli Boro were lying by the side 

of the road with injuries on their persons. When she saw the injured 

persons lying by the side of the road at that time Nimai Boro and Boga Boro 

were with her. Then they informed about the incident to the family 

members of the injured persons. Both the injured were taken to hospital. 

Later, she came to know that injured Dakhar Boro died in the GMCH and 

the other injured person Mangli Boro recovered from her injury. In cross-

examination, PW5 had stated that when both Dakhar Boro and Mangli Boro 

were found lying in injured condition by the side of the road at that time 

Mangli Boro was in a position to speak. On being asked she had told that 

someone caused injury on her husband Dakhar and her. Mangli Boro did not 

speak specifically name of any person as to causing injury on them.   

 

16. PW6 is Dr. Safiqul Hoque. In his evidence PW6 had deposed that on 30-11-

15, he was posted as Senior Resident Dept of general surgery GNRC 

Medical North Guwahati. On that day he examined Mangali Boro in 

reference with Tangla PS case no. 154/2015 and found the following:- 

Soft tissue injury. 

Mode of injury- Physical assault 

Nature of injury- non grievous. 

Ext. 2 is the injury report. Ext. 2(1) is the signature of PW6. 

In cross-examination, PW6 had stated that he had not mentioned in the 

report as to the injury sustained by the patient is fresh or old. 
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17. PW7 is S.I. Someswar Boro. In his evidence PW7 had deposed that on 30-

11-15, he was posted as IC of Bhergaon OP under Tangla PS. On that one 

Bhaben Boro lodged an FIR before Bhergaon OP on the basis of which he 

recorded the GD entry No 430 dated 30-11-2015 and entrusted the 

preliminary investigation to SI Mukut Ali. And in the meantime send the 

miscellaneous case diary to the OC Tangla PS. Accordingly the then OC 

Dhiren Tangla PS registered a case being Tangla PS case no 154/15 U/S 

341/325 IPC and endorsed the case for investigation to PW7. As he 

entrusted the preliminary invest of the case by virtue of the GD entry 

recorded by him to ASI Mukut Ali, he visited the place of occurrence and 

drew the sketch map thereof. Recorded the statement of some witnesses 

U/S 161 CrPC. And ASI Mukut Ali after completion of the preliminary 

investigation handed over the miscellaneous case diary to PW7 as PW7 

entrusted the preliminary investigation of the case to him. During the 

course of his investigation he went to GNRC to record the statement of the 

injured Mangali Boro and accordingly recorded her statement.  In her 

statement she suspected that one Babrubhan might have been involved in 

the incident and during that  time he also received one telephonic 

information that the other injured of the case Dakhar Boro had already 

succumbed to his injuries who was under treatment in Nemcare hospital. 

After recording the statement of the injure Mangali Boro he proceeded to 

Nemcare hospital and in the meantime he came to know that the dead body 

of Dakhar Boro was taken to GMCH for post-mortem examination. The post-

mortem of the deceased Dakhar Boro was conducted with the help of 

Bhangagarh PS. Thereafter, after returning to the place of occurrence he 

arrested the suspected accused Babrubahan Daimari and forwarded him to 

the court. After the death of Dakhar boro he prayed to the court to add 

section 302 IPC in this case which was earlier registered U/S 341/325 IPC 

and the prayer was allowed accordingly. In the meantime he was 

transferred to another PS and as such he handed over the case diary to the 

OC Tangla PS for taking necessary action. During his part of investigation 

he did not seize any articles in connection with this case. In cross-
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examination, PW7 had stated that the incident occurred on 29-11-15 and 

the FIR was lodged on 30-11-15. PW2 had not stated before him that 

accused Babrubahan had assaulted her. PW2 had stated before him that on 

assumptions she identified the accused. PW2 had stated before him that the 

accused dragged her to a ditch and step on her stomach and gagged her. 

PW2 had stated before him that she suspected the accused because she 

had enmity with him. PW7 had denied the suggestion that accused was not 

involved in this case. 

 

18. PW8 is ASI Mukut Ali, I/O of the case. In his evidence PW8 had deposed 

that on 30-11-2015, he was posted as second IC at Bhergaon OP under 

Tangla PS. On that day IC of Bhergaon OP SI Someswar Boro received an 

FIR from Bhaben boro. On the basis of the said FIR the IC recorded GD 

entry No. 430 dated 30-11-15 and entrusted him for preliminary 

investigation of the case. In course of the investigation he visited the place 

of occurrence and prepared sketch map thereof and recorded statement of 

witnesses U/S 161 CrPC. After completion of the preliminary investigation of 

the case he handed over the miscellaneous case diary to the IC Bhergaon 

OP, SI Someswar Boro for necessary action thereto. Ext. 3 is the sketch 

map of place of occurrence. Ext. 3(1) is the signature of PW8. In cross-

examination, PW8 had stated that he recorded the statement of Bhaben 

Boro, Bogaram Boro, Nimai Boro & Aghoni Boro. PW1 had not stated before 

him the name of the accused. PW1 had not stated him that his sister in law 

could identify the accused. PW3 Nimai Boro had not stated before him that 

after recovery from injury, Mangli Boro told him that accused Babrubahan 

assaulted her. 

 

19. PW9 is Dr. Kanbapu Choudhury. In his evidence PW9 had deposed that on 

01-12-15, he was posted as Assistant Professor at Department of Forensic 

Medicine, GMCH, Guwahati. On that day he conducted post mortem 

examination of Dakhar Boro aged 65 years male of village- Batabari, PS- 

Tangla brought by HG Sidhartho Kalita and Sri Hamgama Narzari in 
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reference to Bhangagarh GDE No. 06 dated 01/12/15. On examination he 

found following: 

EXTRANAL APPEARANCE:-   

Condition: A male body of average built, brown complexion wearing a 

gamosha. Eyes closed, cotton pack on mouth. Surgical bandage on right 

side of neck. Rigor mortis not fully establish. Anus and penis healthy. 

Wounds- position and character: Injury- 1. Abrasion of size 1x1 cm present 

on right face 2 cm below to right eye. 2. Abrasion of size 1.5x1 cm present 

on right face 3 cm below to right eye. 

Mark of ligature on neck dissection, etc: Not detacted externally and on 

dissection. 

CRANIUM AND SPINAL CANAL:-   

Scalp- contusions of size 12x7cm present over right temporo parietal and 

right occipital area, Skull- Fissured fracture of tight parietal bone, vertebrae- 

healthy, Membrane- congested subdural hemorrhage present on both side, 

Brain- congested, spinal cord- Not examined,  

THORAX:-  

Walls ribs and cartilages- all healthy, Pleurae- healthy, Laryax and trachea- 

healthy, lungs- both congested, Pericar(dium)- healthy, Heart- healthy, 

Vessels- Healthy.  

ABDOMEN:- 

Walls- Healthy, Peritonoum- healthy, Mouth, pharynx, oesophagus- healthy, 

Stomach and its contents healthy contains liquid food matter, Small 

intestine and its contents- healthy contains liquid food matters, Large 

intestine and its contents- healthy contains gases and faceal matter, Liver 

congested, Spleen- congested, Kidneys- both congested, Bladder- 

congested, Organs of generation- healthy. 

PW9 had further deposed that in his opinion Death was due to coma as a 

result of head injury as described. All the injuries were ante mortem caused 

by blunt force impact and homicidal in nature. Time since death 3-6 hours 

(approx). Ext. 4 is the post mortem examination report wherein Ext. 4(1) is 

the signature of PW9.  
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Cross-examination had been declined by the defence. 

 

20. It is found from the evidence of PW1 that immediately after the incident of 

assault upon his elder brother and sister-in-law, Aghoni Boro and Nimai 

Boro who were examined as PW5 and PW3 respectively, informed him 

about the occurrence. On hearing about the incident he reached the place 

of occurrence. He had deposed that his brother and sister-in-law were taken 

to civil hospital. They were shifted to GMCH for better treatment. After one 

day of the incident his brother had expired. It appears that in the FIR the 

name of the accused was not mentioned by PW1. According to PW1 after 

recovery from her injuries his sister-in-law Mangli Boro told him that 

accused killed his brother and assaulted her. Now coming to the evidence of 

PW2 Mangli Boro it appears that she had deposed that on the date of 

occurrence in the night on their way back to home the accused assaulted on 

her husband on his head with a bamboo stick. The accused also assaulted 

her as a result she sustained injury on her head. She narrated about the 

incident of assault and she also deposed that she identified the accused at 

the time of incident. After assaulting the deceased, the accused fled away 

and the villagers came and shifted them to hospital at Guwahati. The 

prosecution has examined PW3, PW4 and PW5, who immediately after the 

incident, reached the place of occurrence. According to PW3 he had seen 

the deceased Dakhar Boro lying on the road and on being asked the 

deceased could not say who assaulted him. PW3 had seen PW2, Mangli 

Boro, wife of the deceased lying in a drain and she was shouting. PW4 had 

also seen both the deceased and his wife lying with injury on their person 

on the ground. Though he called both the injured persons but they did not 

respond. In the meantime the family members of both the injured persons 

came to the place of occurrence and took them to hospital for treatment. 

Similarly, PW5 had also deposed that she saw both the injured persons lying 

by the side of the road. At that time both PW3 and PW4 were with PW5. 

They informed the family members of the injured persons about the 

incident. In cross-examination, PW5 had revealed that after the incident of 
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assault PW2, Mangli Boro was in a position to speak. On being asked PW2 

told that someone caused injury on her husband and her. A close and 

careful scrutiny of evidence of PW3, PW4 and PW5 it appears that none of 

them had deposed that PW2, the injured and wife of deceased told them 

that the accused assaulted them. All the three witnesses reached the place 

of occurrence immediately after the incident. Though both the injured 

persons were asked by the witnesses present but they failed to say who 

had assaulted them. There is specific evidence that at the time of incident 

PW2 was in a position to speak but despite being in a position to speak the 

failure of the PW2 to divulge the name of the culprit shows that she could 

not identify the assailant, who assaulted her and her husband. 

 

21. In the FIR, the name of the accused was not mentioned. As per the 

evidence of I/O, PW7, SI Someswar Boro PW3 in her statement recorded by 

PW7 stated that she suspected that accused Babrubhan Khungur Daimary 

might have been involved in the incident. Accordingly he arrested the 

suspected accused and forwarded him to the Court. In cross-examination by 

the defence PW7 reiterated his earlier statement that PW2 stated before 

him that on assumption she identified the accused.  

 

22. In the present case ocular as well as medical evidence would reveal that 

death of deceased Dakhar Boro is homicidal in nature. PW9, the Medical 

Officer, who conducted postmortem examination of deceased opined that 

death of the deceased was due to coma as a result of head injury. Hence, 

there is no doubt that the deceased died as a result of injury received on his 

head during an incident of assault. Now the question whether the evidence 

of PW2 that at the time of incident she could identify the accused is reliable 

or not. Apparently, the accused is not named in the FIR. Immediately after 

the incident the informant reached the place of occurrence and took the 

deceased and injured to the hospital. There is no evidence available on 

record that before filing of the FIR informant could not interact either with 

his deceased brother or injured sister-in-law. There is no evidence adduced 
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by PW1 that after the incident his sister-in-law was unable to speak. On the 

other hand there is specific evidence of the witnesses who reached the 

place of occurrence immediately after the incident that at that time PW2, 

Mangli Boro was shouting and she was in a position to speak. 

 

23. What transpired from a close and careful scrutiny of the evidence on record 

is that PW2 has made material improvement in her testimony before the 

Court naming the accused in the alleged incident of assault. Though she 

stated before the Investigating Officer that she suspected the accused 

might have been involved in the incident but before the Court she made 

significant changes in her version directly implicating the accused. There is 

nothing to disbelieve the testimony of PW7, Investigating Officer about the 

statements recorded by him under Section 161 Cr.P.C. as from the evidence 

of other three witnesses (PW3, PW4 and PW5), who had reached the place 

of occurrence after the incident, it is clear that immediately after the 

incident PW2 did not tell the name of the assailant to them. In the natural 

course of event a person, who is attacked and injured, is supposed to utter 

the name of the assailant at the first available opportunity. Moreover, 

though after the incident the informant met his injured sister-in-law when 

she was in a position to speak, but he failed to name the accused in the 

FIR, which had been lodged next day of the incident. In such circumstances 

reasonable doubt arises as to the truthfulness of testimony of PW2 that she 

could identify the accused at the time of incident. Moreover, it is also found 

from the testimony of PW2 that they had dispute due to love affairs 

between the brother of the accused and the daughter of her brother in law. 

Therefore possibility of testifying against the accused due to the dispute 

between them cannot be ruled out in the present case.  

 

24. In view of above discussions it appears that the prosecution has failed to 

prove the charges leveled against the accused person beyond all reasonable 

doubt. 
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25. Situated thus the points for determination are decided in the negative and 

against the prosecution. 

 

ORDER 

 

26. In the result the accused Babrubahan Khungur Daimary is found not guilty 

under Section 302/323 IPC, and acquitted of charges under Section 

302/323 IPC, and set at liberty forthwith. 

  

27. Bail bond executed by the accused and the surety shall remain in force for 

another six months under the purview of provision under section 437-A 

Cr.P.C. 

 

28. Send back the original case record of GR Case No. 1245/2015 to the court 

of learned Chief Judicial Magistrate, Udalguri, alongwith a copy of the 

Judgment, forthwith. 

 

29. Judgment is signed, delivered and pronounced in the open court today the 

10th day of December, 2019. 

 

Dictated and Corrected 

 

 

(N. Talukdar)     (N. Talukdar) 

Addl. Sessions Judge   Addl. Sessions Judge 

Udalguri.      Udalguri. 
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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE:::::::::::::::::::::::UDALGURI. 
SESSIONS CASE NO. 55/2017 

APPENDIX 
(A) Prosecution Exhibits: 

Ext.1  : FIR. 

Ext.2   : Injury report. 

Ext.3  : Sketch map. 

Ext.4  : Postmortem report. 

(B) Materials Exhibits : Nil. 

(C) Defence Exhibits : Nil. 

(D) Exhibits produced 

 by witnesses  : Nil. 

(E) Court Exhibits  : Nil 

(F) Prosecution witnesses: 

PW1- Haren Boro. 

PW2- Mangli Boro. 

PW3- Nimai Boro. 

PW4- Bogaram Boro. 

PW5- Aghoni Boro. 

PW6- Dr. Safiqul Hoque. 

PW7- S.I. Someswar Boro. 

PW8-  ASI Mukut Ali. 

PW9- Dr. Kanbapu Choudhury. 

(G) Defence witnesses : Nil. 

(H) Court witnesses : Nil. 

 

 

(N.Talukdar) 
Addl. Sessions Judge. 

Udalguri. 
 

 

 


